
Balcony Technology Group Inc. Completes
Pre-Seed Round with Strategic Investment
from Blizzard Fund

Balcony Technology Group Inc. modernizes real estate by working with governments and leveraging

blockchain technology for secure, transparent transactions.

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES, May 1, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Balcony Technology

Group Inc., a Blockchain Infrastructure company at the forefront of real estate modernization,

proudly announces the successful completion of its pre-seed funding round with a strategic

investment from Blizzard Fund. This milestone not only underscores investor confidence in

Balcony, but also propels the company towards its mission of transforming the world's largest

asset class.

Who is Balcony Technology Group Inc.?

Balcony Technology Group Inc. is a cutting-edge technology company committed to overcoming

the primary impediment to the modernization of real estate – government validation of on-chain

transactions and atomic real-world asset settlement. Recognizing the critical role governments

play in the real estate landscape, Balcony is dedicated to pioneering solutions that streamline

processes, make government records more secure, increase transparency, and propel the sector

into the digital age.

Balcony’s Unique Approach

What sets Balcony apart is its unwavering focus on addressing the unique challenges posed by

government validation. Unlike other players in the private sector, Balcony acknowledges that

true innovation in real estate requires collaboration with government entities.

Balcony has strategically created a purpose-built Real World Asset (RWA) blockchain platform.

This RWA technology is specifically designed to meet the needs of governments and institutions,

providing them with a secure and efficient platform for on-chain transactions and asset

settlement. As a federated network, Balcony’s subnet blends the transparency of public

blockchains with the security of private networks, ensuring the highest level of security and data

fidelity.

Key Highlights of Balcony's Offering:
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1. Government-Centric Approach: Balcony recognizes that seamless collaboration with

governments is the key to unlocking the potential of the real estate market. By aligning its

solutions with government needs, Balcony aims to facilitate a smoother transition to

modernized, blockchain-powered real estate practices.

2. Federated Subnet: Balcony's purpose-built RWA Subnet showcases its commitment to

leveraging cutting-edge technology. This integration ensures speed, scalability, and security,

providing governments and institutions with a reliable infrastructure for their real estate

transactions.

3. Addressing the Core Challenge: Balcony's focus on government validation sets it apart as a

leader in the industry. By tackling the primary impediment to modernization, Balcony is paving

the way for a more efficient, transparent, and digitally-driven real estate ecosystem.

Looking Ahead

With the successful completion of the pre-seed round and strategic investment from Blizzard

Fund, Balcony Technology Group Inc. is well-positioned to accelerate its mission of becoming the

global standard for real estate tokenization. The company remains dedicated to driving

innovation, fostering collaboration between government and institutions, and ushering in a new

era for the world's largest asset class.

About Balcony Technology Group Inc.:

Balcony Technology Group Inc. leverages distributed ledger technology to modernize the real

estate sector. With a government-centric approach and a purpose-built Subnet optimized for

Real world Assets, Balcony is at the forefront of innovation, addressing the critical need for

government validation in on-chain transactions and atomic real-world asset settlement.
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